In this paper, we address the fundamental statistical question: how can you assess the power of an A/B test when the units in the study are exposed to interference? This question is germane to many scientific and industrial practitioners that rely on A/B testing in environments where control over interference is limited. We begin by proving that interference has a measurable effect on its sensitivity, or power. We quantify the power of an A/B test of equality of means as a function of the number of exposed individuals under any interference mechanism. We further derive a central limit theorem for the number of exposed individuals under a simple Bernoulli switching interference mechanism. Based on these results, we develop a strategy to estimate the power of an A/B test when actors experience interference according to an observed network model. We demonstrate how to leverage this theory to estimate the power of an A/B test on units sharing any network relationship, and highlight the utility of our method on two applications -a Facebook friendship network as well as a large Twitter follower network. These results yield, for the first time, the capacity to understand how to design an A/B test to detect, with a specified confidence, a fixed measurable treatment effect when the A/B test is conducted under interference driven by networks.
A/B testing is a fundamental inferential technique used to assess the difference between two classes of individuals that are exposed to different treatments. A/B testing has been extensively used for case studies in infectious disease and clinical testing [18] , as well more modern applications such as recommendation systems [6] , gaming [1] , personalized search [10] , and e-commerce [15] . These complex applications have stimulated demands for massive online experiments that require both high volume and velocity of data. As a result, new theoretical and computational techniques are increasingly an important areas of research [16] .
Formally, an A/B testing experiment is an experimental design used to quantify the difference in treatments on two independent samples of actors. Members from opposing samples undergo different treatments, and the treatment effect is assessed by testing the equality of some continuous or discrete measurement on the two samples. To be more precise, consider a sample of n actors. First, n A members are assigned (randomly or deterministically) to class A and the remaining n B = n−n A are assigned to class B. Each actor j ∈ {1, . . . , n} is given a class label c j ∈ {A, B} according to the class that he or she is assigned. Subsequently, an experiment is performed wherein members of class A are given different treatments or exposures than members of class B, and a measurement x j is recorded for actor j.
Each measurement x j is viewed as an independent draw from a probability density or mass function f k (·) with finite mean µ k , where k ∈ {A, B} is the class label of actor j. Commonly, one assesses the difference between the two treatments on the two samples by estimating the average treatment effect (ATE), δ = µ A − µ B using the data {x j : j = 1, . . . , n}. One deems whether or not the average treatment effect is statistically significant by testing the null hypothesis
The validity of (1) depends upon the stable unit treatment value assumption (SUTVA) [18] , under which, among other things, there is no interference among the outcomes of actors in the study. Interference occurs when the treatment of an individual is altered due to interactions of that actor with other individuals in the study [12; 20] . However, when actors interact with one another in a social network, SUTVA is often violated [9; 23] . If interference is not appropriately accounted for, (1) is no longer valid since one cannot rely on the measurements used to assess treatment effects of each class.
An important component of understanding (1) under interference involves the development and analysis of unbiased estimators for the ATE δ and other related treatment effect quantities used for causal inference. The seminal works [12; 20] provided unbiased causal estimands for δ under a general stratified design. The authors of [2] generalized these results using a Horvitz-Thompson estimation strategy based on the knowledge of which participants were exposed to interference. The recent work of [4] analyzed the limitations of unbiased causal estimators and showed that the variance of such estimators do not, in general, shrink to zero when interference is introduced in an A/B test. This work showcased the fact that common strategies for causal inference cannot be adapted to the situation under which interference occurs.
Despite the recent work done in estimation of causal effects, no work has been done on understanding the effects of interference on testing. In light of this, we analyze, for the first time, the effects of interference on the A/B test in (1) . We investigate two important related questions:
1. To what extent does known interference affect the sensitivity and specificity of an A/B test?
2. How can one estimate the power of an A/B test when the actors undergo interference?
We address these two questions by first showing that interference has a measurable effect on the an A/B test's sensitivity. We then characterize the power of an A/B test of equality of means as a function of the number of exposed individuals under any interference mechanism. We next derive a central limit theorem for the number of exposed individuals under a simple Bernoulli switching interference mechanism. Based on these results, we develop a strategy to estimate the power of an A/B test when actors experience interference according to an observed network model, and demonstrate how to leverage this theory to estimate the power of an A/B test on units sharing any network relationship. Our method is lastly applied to two applications -a Facebook friendship network and a large Twitter follower network.
Motivating Example and previous approaches
A/B testing has widely become the standard controlled experimentation framework for network driven companies like Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, Google, and Yahoo despite the fact that the key SUTVA assumption is in clear violation. At these companies, behavior of a user has a likely and measurable impact on the users connected in his or her social or professional neighborhood on the network.
To see this, imagine the setting in which Twitter has decided to test a new cat feature to understand the effect of this feature on a user's engagement time on Twitter. To conduct a standard A/B test, Twitter randomly assigns its users into one of two classes, either A or B. Treatment group A is given their usual Twitter feed, and group B is given the "cat feature," which introduces cat videos to the user's feed at a random but regular rate. User engagement is then measured for each group. For each class, the sample mean of active engagement time is calculated. Using these sample means, the company can then statistically quantify the effect of these strategies one tests the equality of the population active time on the app for each strategy -µ k , k ∈ {A, B} -using (1).
Interference intrinsically occurs in this example. User engagement of a treatment B user includes reposting or "tweeting" content, which may include the new cat videos from the "cat feature." Subsequently, followers of this user may be exposed to the cat videos, including users who are in class A.
Not only is SUTVA violated in this example, but an active user given the no cat treatment (A) but who's social network has active members getting the cat treatment can, in affect "switch" or change the treatment from A to B due to his or her friends' posts.
This overly simple example provides an illustration of one of the core network interference effects on A/B Testing. The obvious approach of "turning off" a user's social network during an experiment fails for many applications who's standard function and interaction metrics are highly dependent on that aspect of the application. In effect, turning off social media functionality will cause different user behavior even before an A/B test can be conducted. This is a significant problem and has been recently dubbed the Network A/B Test problem [9] . There has been a lot of approaches taken to understand, model, correct and redesign A/B tests in this setting. In [19; 12; 2] , the researchers focus on the effect of interference on ATE as well as develop out a framework to understand the effect of interference on causal inference conclusions for an A/B test. In [8] , new theory were developed to decrease bias in estimators that result from network interference. Authors in [3; 13] use a network sampling approach called network bucketing, to decrease the bias induced by network interference.
Results

A/B Testing under Interference
We first investigate the effects of interference described above on the sensitivity and specificity of inference made on (1). We consider the following mechanism of interference:
Interference Mechanism
• Labels c ∈ {A, B} n are chosen randomly or deterministically, and actors are assigned to treatments A or B according to his or her class label.
• A subset of actors are exposed to interference and their class labels are altered.
The new unknown class labels are d ∈ {A, B} n .
• Actors receive treatments according to class labels d.
Measurements are made on each actor and represented by {x j : j = 1, . . . , n}. The sample mean for each class x A = Ave({x j : c j = A}) and x B = Ave({x j : c j = B}) and a decision on whether or not to reject H 0 is made according to the distribution f k (·) and the test statistic
where σ 2 k and n k is the population variance and size of class k under labels c, respectively. For the alternative hypothesis that δ > 0, one decides to reject H 0 when T c > m for some m chosen to control the sensitivity and specificity of the test, where sensitivity is the long run probability of correctly rejecting the null hypothesis, and specificity is the probability that the null hypothesis is correctly supported. When SUTVA holds, one can directly calculate these quantities under the originally specified and known labels c. However, in the case that interference has occurred according to the interference mechanism above, we instead must account for the true (but unknown) labels d while evaluating null hypothesis (1) under c. In particular, we assess the following quantities:
Above γ c|d is the probability of incorrectly rejecting the null hypothesis under label misspecification. The quantity 1−γ c|d measures the specificity of the test under misspecification. The quantity β c|d is the power of the test and is a measure of the sensitivity of the test. Since we do not know the true labels d, we evaluate (3) and (4) as a function of how many assignments remain the same as our original specification in c. Accordingly, define
as the number of actors that keep the same label after interference, and n D = n − n S as the number of actors who changed class assignments due to interference. We consider two cases that are commonly used in the context of A/B testing, including the case that
2 ) and the case that f k (·) is the Bernoulli distribution Bernoulli(µ k ).
In each of the cases below, we let Z α denote the critical value of the Normal distribution that solves 1 − Φ(z) = α, where Φ(·) is the cumulative distribution function of a N(0,1) random variable and α ∈ (0, 1).
Case I: Under Normality
We first evaluate the simplest case of test (1), under which the observed measurements {x j : j = 1, . . . , n} are random draws from a mixture of normal distributions with known variance σ 2 > 0. We reject H 0 if T c > Z α , where T c is the test statistic in (2). Our first result describes the effect of class misspecification in this scenario. Theorem 1. Suppose that {x j : j = 1, . . . , n} are random draws from a N(µ j , σ 2 ) distribution, where
Let c = d be a class assignment that has n S assignments in common with d and n D = n − n S assignments that differ. Suppose that n A = n B = n/2. Then the following hold.
• ()(a) Under test (1),
• ()(b) Suppose that the alternative hypothesis to H 0 , given by H 1 : µ A > µ B , is true and µ A − µ B = δ > 0. Then for all finite n,
Theorem 1 describes the consequences of running an A/B test without accounting for interference under the test of difference of means. Equation (5) reveals that the specificity of an A/B test is not affected by interference. Equation (6) provides an exact expression for the calculation of the power of the test under misspecification. This probability is a function of the number of misspecified labels. Indeed, the power of the test is a monotonically decreasing function in the number of misspecified assignments. Thus as interference is increased, the power of the test decreases.
Case II: Difference of Proportions
We now evaluate the case where the measurement x j is an indicator variable that designates a success or failure, such as whether or not an actor clicks an ad. In this case, the observations {x j : j = 1, . . . , n} are modeled as random draws from a mixture of Bernoulli distributions with the success proportion depending on the class of the actor. We reject H 0 if T c > Z α , where T c is the test statistic in (2). We will write a n ≈ b n to denote that a n /b n → 1 as n → ∞.
Theorem 2. Suppose that {x j : j = 1, . . . , n} are random draws from a Bernoulli(µ j ) distribution, where
Let c = d be a class assignment that has n S assignments in common with d and n D = n − n S assignments that differ. Suppose that n A = n B = n/2. Suppose that the alternative hypothesis to H 0 , given by H 1 : µ A > µ B , is true and µ A − µ B = δ > 0. Then as n → ∞,
where
Equation (7) shows that the approximate power function is again a function of n S − n D . The power of the test monotonically decreases as the number of misspecified labels n D , and hence the effect of interference, increases. For fixed δ > 0 and n S − n D = o( √ n), the power converges to 0 as n tends to ∞. On the other hand, when n S − n D = Ω( √ n), the power converges to 1, suggesting that for large n the power of the A/B test performs similarly as A/B tests without interference.
This result provides intuition for the rate at which the power of an A/B test is changed under class misspecification. When the number of correctly specified labels, n S , is sufficiently large the power, and hence the sensitivity of the test is not strongly affected by interference.
Estimating Power under Interference
Results (6) and (7) show that under Normality and the case of proportions, the power of an A/B test is a function of the number of misclassified labels, n S − n D . Thus, getting a handle on n S −n D enables the determination of the approximate power of an A/B test on the population. That is, if n S − n D can be exactly determined, one can use (6) or (7) to quantify the power of an A/B test. Often, one cannot immediately calculate n S − n D because the knowledge of who received the incorrect treatment is unknown. In cases like this, one must consider the mechanism for who will receive the wrong class assignment or treatment. For this, one can obtain the probability of each actor succumbing to interference. This problem is akin to approximating the number of infected people in an epidemic spreading process [14; 7; 11] . We analyze a simple stochastic mechanism for interference, which we will refer to as Bernoulli switching. Under this mechanism, each actor i in the system independently receives the incorrect treatment with probability p i . One can readily approximate the value of n S −n D under Bernoulli switching using the following central limit theorem. Theorem 3. Suppose that the n actors in the system receive treatments under which interference occurs according to the Bernoulli switching mechanism. That is, each actor receives the opposite treatment than what he or she was assigned independently with probability p i . Let s
Theorem 3 suggests a straightforward approach to estimating the power of an A/B test under interference for an observed system of n actors and an underlying network describing the actors relationships.
Power Estimation Procedure
Given: a collection of actors (n) = {1, . . . , n}, their interference network G = ((n), E), and class labels c 1. Calculate the probability that each actor receives the incorrect (and opposite) treatment. For example, in the case of social interference, one may estimate p i according to the class labels of actor i's neighbors in G.
2. Estimate n S − n D as well as n A and n B .
3. Estimate the power of the test using (6) or (7).
This approach provides a direct manner to estimate the power of an A/B test on actors who may undergo interference. This procedure provides an assessment of the reliability of the results of an A/B test, and in so doing, acts as a yard stick as to whether or not intervention of some kind is needed in the devising of the experiment. In the case of the Bernoulli switching mechanism, one can readily estimate n S − n D as well as n A and n B using the central limit theorem result from (10) . As an example of how one can use these results in practice, we consider the expected power of an A/B test with equally sized classes, where actors undergo Bernoulli switching with probability p. We illustrate these results in Figure  1 , and show how the expected power changes as a function of n and δ. These plots provide an approximation of what a practitioner can expect in a network with varying degrees of interference. In the next section, we further explore the utility of our proposed method through its application to two social networks from Facebook and Twitter.
Applications
We now apply our power estimation procedure on two social networks: the Facebook friendship network from [22] and the Twitter social circles network from [17] . Members of each of these networks commonly undergo interference due to the spread of information and media among social groups. The Facebook network contains 561 nodes representing Facebook members and 16750 undirected edges, which represent friendships among the actors. The Twitter network contains 81306 nodes and 2420766 directed edges, where edges point to actors that are followed and point from followers. The degree distributions of each of these networks are plotted in Figure 2 . As observed in Figure 2 , the degree distributions of each of these networks demonstrate typical behavior of scale-free social networks, as seen by the linear relationship between the log degree and log probabilities. We model contagion on each of these networks in the following way. First n p.A of the actors are randomly assigned label A and the remaining nodes are assigned label B. These labels are stored in the vector c = {c 1 , . . . , c n }. Given c, nodes simultaneously look at their neighbors. A node changes its class label with probability equal to the proportion of its neighbors that have the opposite label. Let N (i) denote the neighborhood of node i. Then actor i switches classes with probability
This model of interference is closely related to the contagion spread according to the Watt's Threshold model [21] . This model assumes that a node's neighbors are the most influential on the treatment he or she receives. Using p = {p 1 , . . . , p n }, we estimate n S − n D by its mean µ p from result (8) , and estimate the power of an A/B test under normality as specified in Theorem 1. We set µ A = 0, µ B = 1, and σ = 1 and calculate the expected power over a grid of values of δ and p.A. The results for each of these networks are shown in Figure  3 . Figure 3 reveals that the proportion of nodes in each class has a dramatic effect on the power of an A/B test in these networks. Across all values of δ, power is monotonically decreases as p.A increases to 0.5. This result is due to the neighborhood interference mechanism that we apply. Note that for a randomly selected node, the likelihood of the node changing its class is proportional to p.A(1 − p.A), which is maximized when p.A = 0.50. We also observe the effects of network size and effect size δ on the power of the A/B test with these two applications. The Twitter network has much higher power across all values of p.A and δ than the Facebook network, which has less than 1/100th of the nodes. These plots provide a diagnostic for which practitioners can assess the strength of an A/B test on when interference occurs through a network.
Discussion
The theoretical results and applications presented here provide an initial understanding of the effects of interference on the power of A/B tests. These new, 'off the shelf' techniques can be applied to existing testing frameworks in both research and industry environments. The results of this paper open up many more questions and opportunities for further research, which we discuss here.
While Theorems 1 and 2 cover differences of means and proportions under normal and Bernoulli measurements, analyzing measurements under other parametric distributions is an important area of future work. Although Theorems 1 and 2 quantify the power of the A/B test under any interference mechanism based on the number of exposed individuals n D , we analyze the distribution of n D under the Bernoulli switching interference mechanism which does not directly account for interactions among actors like that occurring in a social network. The results in Theorem 3 can and should be generalized to such network interference settings. One can analyze interference mechanisms like the Watts threshold model [21] on differing families of random graph models like the configuration model or the stochastic block model. In situations where the dependence among actors is weak -for example in sparse random graphs where the total degree of the network grows much slower than the size of the network, we expect a central limit theorem like that of Theorem 3 to hold.
Finally, incorporating the existence of network interference that causes a new intermediate treatment group C or studying the more general experimentation framework of more than two treatment groups remains an open and important area of theoretical development. Along these lines, one can use the results presented here to explore a continuum of contagion rather than a complete switch like that considered in this paper. For industry researchers who have access to the full network dynamics, it may be possible to infer both the appropriate mechanisms and parameters of such models from their user behavior. Users can then leverage more accurate contagion models (based on their own network behavior) to better inform the design of A/B experiments for specified power requirements.
Proofs Proof of Theorem 1
To prove statements (a) and (b), we assess the distribution of T c =
under the null and alternative hypothesis, respectively. Here, x k = Ave({x j : c j = k}) and the labels are misspecified due to interference. Let n k = #{j: c j = k and d j = }. Then we first assess the distribution of x B − x A under label misspecification. Note that we can first decompose this difference in the following way
Equation (9) yields
Furthermore,
Since x j are each normally distributed, it follows that n 2 (x B − x A ) is normally distributed with mean and variance given above. It follows that under H 1 , T c is distributed as N (n S − n D )δ 2σ √ n , 1 . When H 0 is true and δ = 0, the distribution of T c does not depend on the misspecified labels. Statement (a) of the theorem follows. Now, let Z be a standard normal random variable. When H 1 is true, we have that the power under misspecification is
This completes the proof.
We proceed with this proof in the same manner as the proof of Theorem 1 above by first determining the mean and variance of n 2 (x B − x A ). The decomposition in (9) . Under H 
Proof of Theorem 3
Let X = (n S , n D ) T . Under Bernoulli switching, linearity of expectation gives E(n D ) = Since label switching occurs independently across nodes, if s n → ∞ as n → ∞, then Lindeberg's central limit theorem condition [5] is met and the following multivariate central limit theorem holds:
where I 2 is the two dimensional identity matrix and
Let r = (1, −1) T . Note that n S − n D = r T X. Applying the multivariate delta method to (10) to the distribution of r T X yields the desired result.
